Tips on How To Make Your Marriage Successful

Shree ShivShakti.
"A successful marriage requires falling in love many many times, always with the
same person".
Ok this may sound rather soppy but my advise to many younger males is to choose
their partner rather wisely and carefully... Well normally I do get a bit of a
perplexed and bemused look but then I explain why... Personally the greatest boon a
man can receive from God is a good wife... In the Satya Narayana Katha from the
Skanda Purana, Sadhu Banya promised the Lord that he will perform the Lord's
Puja if he gets a child. When the Lord honoured the request from Sadhu Banya,
Sadhu Banya conveniently forgot to perform the Lord's puja... time and time again
Lilawati kept on reminding her husband to perform the Lords puja until the Lord
decided to teach Sadhu Banya a grave lesson... he was imprisoned due to the Lord's
Maya.... And it took his wife to pray on his behalf and asked the Lord to forgive her
husband for all the discretions he committed... so you see how important it is to have
a good wife because if the husband drives himself into a ditch it will take a strong
and good wife to pull him out of his lot... but if she is not a good wife then she will
probably join him in the ditch... Ouch...

Hindu Marriage Ideals and Commitments
Vedic Hindu marriage is not a contract between two persons of the opposite sex.
Marriage is viewed as a life long commitment of one wife and one husband, and it is
the strongest bond between a man and woman. We Hindus believe marriage is a
means to continue the family and there by is repayment to his/her ancestors.
Marriage is a way for learning many things in life through experience. This is a path
for spiritual growth.

The Bond: According to us Hindus, the alliance is a union of two families, as well
as the union between two individuals. The marriage ceremony will be taking place
in the presence of parents, relatives and friends. So, the marriage becomes a social
bond as well a commitment.
Break ups: The idea behind the Hindu marriage is to grow in the shades of each
other, and not because of selfish motives. The concern for the family can be reflected
in the institution of marriage. The love and duty, which is maintained for the
existence of family, is the factor which prevents break ups.
Duties divided: In Hinduism, man and woman are the two halves of the divine
body. As they are different, no question of inferiority or superiority arises there. The
duties of both man and woman had been defined by our Hindu Shastras, taking
care of their physical and emotional status. Maintaining the domestic peace and
taking care of social interactions are extremely important.
Responsibilities: By nature, men have less capability of reserving feelings and
behaviour than women. This is the reason why, Hindu women are supposed to lead
their husband by keeping the lustful tendencies under control. After marriage, the
woman who is loyal to her husband is called "Pativrata" (Pati husband; Vrata vow).
Another synonym for Pativrata is "Sati"one who preserves her Sattva (purity):
physically, mentally and spiritually.
Before I start giving remedies. You both can be so compatible but simple
misunderstandings can cause unnecessary rifts in your married life.... So maturity,
respect and giving each other their space is so important in a married life. You got to
trust your partner. If you see him/her talking to a man/woman your mind shouldn't
be be running like a runaway train.... it could be such a logical reason.

Hindu remedies for a strong and lasting marriage.
•

Read the article titled “Mantra for bringing husband and wife closer together”
in this submenu

•

Fasting on the days ruled by the Lord of the Upapada in your birth chart is
the best remedy for all Marital problems... This is way to complicated to
explain here. Consult your priest or an accomplished astrologer and he/she
will be able to tell you which day of the week you got to observe a fast for... On
these days pure foods like milk, fruits and juices are consumed and the Deity
should then be worshipped.

•

Pray to Shree ShivShakti (the picture above) or pray to Shree SitaRaam for
a long married life.

•

Keep Kesariya Ganapati (orange coloured murti of Lord Ganesha) in your
Puja room and worship daily

•

Worship Lord Hanuman by reciting the Hanuman Chalisa daily together.

•

Recite the Mahamrityunjaya mantra 108 times on a Saturday together…

•

Feed birds with something sweet

•

Keep elephant made of Ivory (Haathi Daant) at home.

•

Worship banyan tree with milk mixed with something sweet a few times a
year.

5 Things SuperHappy Couples Do Every Day
We asked happy couples to tell us about marriagestrengthening solutions they've
developed. Try your hand at incorporating a few into your daily life and maybe you
can be as ridiculously, embarrassingly, revoltingly happily married as I am.
Daily Habit #1: Talk to Each Other
Want to know the one thing that's most important to a successful marriage? That's
easy. Walk up to your husband and surprise him with this onequestion relationship
quiz:
You: "Honey, what do you think is the one thing most important to a successful
marriage?"
Him: "Umm, uh did you say something?"

And, well, there you have it.
Happily married couples typically say their relationships work better when they can
sit down and gab oneonone, like thinking, feeling adults. But who's got time for
that? Actually, anybody who sleeps at night, if you follow the lead of Julie and Thom
and their nightly visits to their "igloo."
"It all started one winter night years ago, when Julie had had a really bad day," says
Thom, 33, a marketing director in Columbus, Ohio. "We were huddled under the
covers of our bed, and Julie was describing how all the people who made her day
miserable were 'bad polar bears' and how she didn't want any of the bad polar bears
coming into the bedroom and how the bed was our refuge from them. You realize
how embarrassing it is to admit this, right? Anyway, that's when we started calling
the bed the igloo."
"The igloo is a place to retreat to," says Julie, 31. "It's our little sanctuary; only nice
things happen in the igloo."
Eventually Julie and Thom began holding a powwow in the igloo at the end of every
day, making a nightly excursion that Julie says has become a vital part of their five
year marriage.
"It's funny, because we always think that when you live with somebody, you'd
automatically know everything that was going on," she said. "But we find that if we
don't take that time to connect with each other, it's really easy for life to get in the
way. The igloo offers one of the few times in the day where there's not a whole heck
of a lot else going on, so you're able to focus on each other in a deeper way."
Of course, you don't need to christen major pieces of furniture with cute nicknames
to improve the communication in your marriage. You simply have to set aside a few
minutes every day to remind each other of why you got married in the first place.
And there are as many ways to do that as there are marriages in South Africa.
Lori and Joe, who are happily married, have a nightly ritual they call crook time.
That's when Lori cuddles up in the "crook" of Joe's shoulder and they talk. "The
name's a little sappy," Lori admits, "but it's always a nice way for us to catch up."
Every night, Angie and Bob walk their pet Chihuahua, Chachi, through the streets
of their town. In addition to keeping Chachi from picking dogfights he could never
win ("He has a bit of a Napoleon complex," Bob says), they use the time to
strengthen their 11year marriage.
It may be going a bit far to emulate Tim and Jill, a couple who somewhat sheepishly
admit that they check in with each other from work "six, maybe seven times a day,"
Tim says, "sometimes a dozen times when we're really being crazy." (Jill says,
slightly more defiantly, "He's just my best friend, and our marriage is a great
partnership, and there's no one I'd rather talk to.")
Then again, if you've been married 10 years and still want to talk to each other 10
times a day, you must be doing something right.
Daily Habit #2: Flirt
Back when you were 14 years old, you probably figured that once you got married,
you'd have sex just about every day. (Well, maybe teenage girls don't think that way.
But let me tell you, 14yearold boys sure do.) And why not? Sex is free. It's fun. And
it doesn't require the purchase of any equipment, besides the occasional bottle of

vegetable oil and about 20 feet of nylon rope.
But as they get older, most couples realize that having sex every night isn't possible,
let alone a worthy goal. Indeed, a 1994 University of Chicago survey of Americans'
sexual habits found that only about a third of adults have sex more than once a
week. Granted, that number might have been higher if all the couples having sex
more frequently had stopped to take the surveyor's phone call, but clearly, sex for
most married couples is far from a daily reality.
That doesn't mean, though, that you can't at least talk sexy every day, and that's the
approach that Ed and Stephanie have taken in the more than six years they've been
together.
"It's funny," says Ed, a 33yearold a cab driver, "because we know plenty of married
couples who fight, a lot, about how often they have sex. The wife's upset because all
he ever wants to do is have sex; the husband's upset because he doesn't think they
have sex enough. But this has never really been a problem with us, and I think it
has a lot do with the fact that we're always talking sexy to each other."
"Absolutely," says Stephanie, a 32yearold massage therapist. "We're always
complimenting each other, tossing out fantasies, telling each other we're hot. He gets
to feel like he can have sexual feelings, and I feel like I don't have to have sex all the
time to appear attractive.
"Let's put it this way: The way I see it, sex is like chocolate cake. After five days of
eating chocolate cake, even chocolate cake doesn't taste that great."
"Right," Ed says, "but after five days of talking about chocolate cake?"
"That cake tastes damn good."
Daily Habit #3: Get Stupid Together
Eavesdrop on a conversation between Bob and Angie concerning their favourite
shared pastime.
"We are so disgusting. This is so pathetic. It's like a sickness."
"But it makes us happy!"
"It's so stupid it makes us laugh."
"We're yelling at people. Highfiving each other."
"Look, we get a kick out of it because it's so ridiculous. It's our guilty pleasure."
Forgive them if they seem somewhat shy, but they're merely ashamed to admit that
the daily ritual that brings such joy to their 12year marriage is none other than
reality TV. That's right. They lived and died with Survivor. They've adopted Big
Brother. Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? They do.
"Honestly, I think we just need to be dumb for a while," says Bob. "We're both very
into our careers. And when you're at work, with any job there's going to be a certain
amount of professional stress. You like to come home sometimes and, for that lousy
hour or whatever, kick back and relax."
Or as Angie, 36, a marketing executive, says, "Life is serious enough, isn't it?
Sometimes you need to do something stupid. And if you can't be stupid with your
husband, who can you be stupid with?"

Daily Habit #4: Declare Your Independence
So hold on, then: Is domestic joy found in partners smothering each other in
obsessive daily rituals ("Honey, don't forget, at 7:15 we have our nightly cuddle,
followed by the affirmation of our vows, our 7:35 spontaneous flirtation, and then, of
course, a new episode of Deal Or No Deal at eight")?
Hardly. In fact, Tessina says that sleepwalking through a series of hollow routines
(although probably an apt description of your day job) is worse for your marriage
than having no routines at all. The solution, she says, is to also make a daily habit of
getting away from each other.
"You know that old saying, 'How can I miss you if you don't go away?'" Tessina asks.
"Doing things separately gives you a chance to fill in the blanks that your partner
can't fill in for you, for example, one of you likes classical music, the other one likes
sports. Plus, taking a break from each other gives you more things to talk about,
because when you're joined at the hip, what's to talk about? You've already seen it
all."
The point, naturally, is not to make space for each other in that Ican'twaittoget
awayfromyou sort of way but to pursue your own hobbies and interests. It's a
distinction that Joe tried hard to make to Lori during their delicate preengagement
negotiations four years ago.
"As a woman, you get this message that when you get married, you spend every
single waking second with your husband and you're so unbelievably happy," says
Lori, 34. "And my parents actually do spend every single waking second together,
and oddly enough, they are happy. So that's how I grew up thinking you were
supposed to be. But when I told him this, Joe was like, 'Idon'tthinkso.'"
"Because I watched my parents," says Joe, 29, whose parents divorced when he was
22, "and yeah, they spent every moment together, but they spent every moment
together at each other's throats."
"So Joe had to convince me that having our own lives was a good idea," Lori
explains. "I'm thankful he did."
These days Lori and Joe are practically poster children for the power of
independence. Joe, who works for a nonprofit agency, spends his nights taking
painting classes, building youth centers, and recording his guitar sessions. Lori, a
college professor, spends hers directing communitytheater musicals and indulging
in trashy movies on cable television, a passion that Joe (go figure) doesn't seem to
share.
"It all brings a freshness to our marriage because we both continue to grow as
people," Joe says.
"Plus," says Lori, "getting out of the house and out of each other's hair keeps us from
going crazy."
And — we asked the experts, so we know — going crazy is definitely not one of the
secrets of a happy marriage.
Daily Habit #5: Share a Spiritual Moment
In another University of Chicago survey, this one of married couples, 75 percent of
the Americans who pray with their spouses reported that their marriages are "very
happy" (compared to 57 percent of those who don't). Those who pray together are

also more likely to say they respect each other, discuss their marriage together, and
— stop the presses — rate their spouses as skilled lovers. Not to say that prayer is a
cure for all that ails you. But whether they're talking about a simple grace at
dinnertime or some soulsearching meditation, couples routinely say that a shared
spiritual life helps keep them close. And as Doug and Beth say, even couples who are
on different sides of the theological fence can benefit from praying together
daily."We have been married for seven years, but praying together is something we
didn't start doing until about a year ago," says Doug, a 32yearold Salt Lake City
biochemist. "In the past, whenever we faced big decisions, we'd have discussion after
discussion about them, but we'd never really come to a resolution." After two 1,000
mile moves, the birth of three children, and two job changes, all in the past four
years, those difficult decisions had begun to take a toll. So when Beth asked Doug, a
nonreligious and selfproclaimed man of science, to try praying with her, he figured
they had nothing to lose."I soon found that praying together brings out a real sense
of selflessness and humility," Doug says. "When you're praying for each other, not
yourself, you're focused together and speaking from the heart on a whole different
level. I would never have predicted this for us, but it really works." "As bad as any
problem may seem at that moment," agrees Beth, "prayer always helps us see
beyond it. It doesn't have to be a longdrawnout scripture reading, just a few
minutes a day. When we pray, it brings another level of honesty to our
conversations. I think it's the most intimate thing you can do with another person."
Now they pray together every night, once the "urchins" are in bed, which puts them
in the company of the 32 percent of American married couples who say they pray
together regularly. It also puts them in the company of Julie and Thom, when the
other couple isn't holed up in their igloo, of course."It's pretty short and not at all
scripted," says Julie about their giving thanks before each meal. "We just join hands
and let it rip. Whether we're asking for forgiveness or giving thanks, saying it out
loud holds a lot of power."Besides, regardless of religion or spiritual preference, I
think that most marriages require a ton of faith," Julie sums up. "You've got to
believe that somehow the two of you are going to make it through things. You've got
to believe that you're being blessed with this person. And even if the power we feel
just comes from the strength of our love, even if we don't believe that it's God who is
helping us, I still think that it's good to acknowledge that there's a force between the
two of us that's helping us out."

DISCLAIMER: Do note that Dipika is not affiliated to any Hindu group or

organization. We at Dipika choose to remain an independent repository of spiritual
advice. We appreciate that there are variances between organisations and humbly
request that if our views differ from yours that you respect our decision not to
conform to the prescripts of your particular organisation. We remain committed to
spiritual advice which is based on scripture.
Thank you so much for taking the time to read this article. We pray that this article
will assist you in some way and we also pray that it helps you to appreciate the
beauty and remarkable foresight of our ancient Hindu culture. We wish to educate
all readers and demystify the path of Hinduism (Sanatan Dharma). Please feel free

to share these articles with friends and family who do not have direct access to our
website or articles. If you use the articles in any form including blogs and/or as part
of other articles kindly credit our website as a source. We hope that the articles
serve as a reference to you and your family when you need clarification of certain
topics. Jai Hind... Jai Shree Radha Krsna.
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